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Program Outcomes and Program Specific Outcomes

Program
Outcomes

1. Engineering
knowledge:

2. Problem
analysis:

3.
Design/develop
ment of
solutions:

4. Conduct
investigations of
complex
problems:

5. Modern
tool usage:

6. The
engineer
and society:

7.
Environment
and
sustainability:

8. Ethics:

9. Individual
and team
work:

10.Communi
cation:

11. Project
management
and finance:

PSO-Program
Specific
outcomes

1. PSO1.
Apply the
program
specific
knowledge

12. Life-long
learning:

2. PSO2. Apply the program specific
knowledge in design and
development of prototypes.
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[#NoHypeEngineeringEducation]

At JEC, we don’t believe in creating needless hype.
Instead, we believe in creating Engineering Graduates who are

Smart, Spirited, Purposeful, Dynamic and
Focused. Our Engineering programs are one of the most rigorous
programs in the country, designed to develop tough, practical and
ethical Techno-Managerial Graduates who are also adept in emergent

Artificial Intelligence, Robotics,
IoT, Business Analytics, as well as evolving skills on Non
Conventional
techniques
Like
Solar Car, Nano
Manufacturing, Alternative Energy, Visual
Storytelling and Collaborative IT Tools &
Techniques.
technologies such as

But you don’t have to take our word for it. Give our students an
opportunity to prove it to you. Face to face.
IV

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our students are not groomed to merely decorate corner cabins and
conference halls. Like the cactus, they’re rugged,

focused and
determined to not just survive, but thrive on the
toughest of challenges you throw their way. Hire
them, and watch them grow.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Our Mission

Our Promise to you

To be amongst the top engineering
institutes and to establish itself as a
deemed university
Why we exist: To develop success-ready
Technology-leader-managers who drive
growth in their communities and
professions
What we offer: An exemplary
individual-focused and career-oriented
education that challenges every student
to develop the right attitude, problemsolving abilities and management skills
for their long-term career success
How we make it happen: By providing a
strong knowledge foundation, rigorous
experiential training and a careerempowering community

This place will help you discover and
develop skilled, highly motivated,
hardworking
and
career-ready
individuals that will enable you to drive
your organization forward.
Handpicked as much for their attitude
as their aptitude, chosen for their fiery
spirit as well as their skills, our students
are oriented ab-initio to embrace the
creed of ‘Enter to Learn, Leave to
Succeed’. Our remarkably spirited,
dynamic and focused RACERs are
capable of driving success in any
organisation they join.
Let’s be positive and do extremely well
mutually!
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Dear Corporate Partner,
Thank you for the opportunity to present our students to you. We sincerely hope that you will, in
your interactions with them, find the right candidates to fill your existing talent gaps, as well as
grow your business over a period of time.
We are at an interesting juncture- businesses are questioning the relevance of B Tech education
and thereby its graduates, given the digital disruptions that are taking place currently. Data is
surging through organizations, presenting seismic opportunities and challenges for growth.
These changes require a completely different skill-set, irrespective of the function, sector,
technical or managerial role that one is involved in. As businesses reshape, so must the
Engineering Institutes.
While working together and communicating effectively remain crucial employability skills, there
is an additional strong demand for the ability to turn data into insights, and hence enable
evidence-based decision making. This calls for an evolved sense of thinking and problem solving,
exposure and comfort in use of relevant IT tools to analyze big data sets, as well as a multidisciplinary practical approach. In nutshell, today is the age requires the techno savvy multiskilled engineers who may suit to every need with flexible approach and positive insight.
At JEC, we are reinventing ourselves, with active support of industry in developing value added
curriculum and a redesigned university curriculum that focuses on preparing students for the
challenges of the current world-of-work. JEC is a unique Engineering institute that is providing a
exceptional technical education to its students. Our new curriculum, pedagogies and
partnerships develop and hone the analytical skills that our students need to solve complex
business issues in a range of environments with a challenging, rigorous education, and with
continued support, counseling and personalized attention.
Our education moves beyond engineering as usual, and focuses on developing skills that use the
power of newer tools and techniques to drive smart decisions and take on the world through
productivity, quality and reliability. We’re collaborating both internally, across our faculty, and
externally with the industry to deliver an education that not only makes the students employable,
but ensures that they drive growth in their careers, as well as the organizations they are engaged
in. We are not just trying to make incremental changes; we are working to disrupt usual
engineering education adopting emerging trends such that it is relevant to the needs of business
and society.
Today’s competitive business world demands a different kind of talent; one that has a great
analytical skill set coupled with a strong mindset to perform and exceed expectations. Get yours
from a engineering college that offers it!
Speak to our Corporate Relations Team to discuss your specific needs and how an JEC Racer
may just be the answer to your specific talent requirements.
With Warmest Wishes,
Prof.(Dr.) D G Mahto
Director
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The Institution
………………………………………………………………………………………………

To inculcate a flourishing culture of zero hype and maximum
excellence, JEC has excellent credentials to offer, along with a rich
mix of the right associations, competent faculty, committed students,
accomplished alumni and most importantly, discerning recruiters that
come back year after year.
…………………………………………………………………………………

Quick Facts
………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………
1

A View of the State of the Art Building of Jaipur Engineering College

2

You won’t find our students idly strutting around and showing off.

Like the ant, you’d find them busy planning,
organizing and working hard at their
responsibilities. They won’t rest till they’ve exceeded not
just their expectations, but yours too. Hire them, and let
their sincerity become your strength.
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Approved by
AICTE, New Delhi

Affiliated to
Rajasthan Technical University (RTU), Kota

Collaborations:
Institutional & Industrial

Professional Associations / Societies

All that we read and researched about T-L-P was nothing compared to experiencing it live.
We understood how different factors affect business and life in any set up. Thank you JEC,
not only did we learn about Engineering, Business and Management, but we also created
lasting experiences different and better than we anticipated.
Sristi : Student, Jaipur Engineering College
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Academics
Value Added
Curriculum!

Industry

Focused

The JEC value added Curriculum apart from
university scheme has been developed through
vigorous debate and deliberations among the industry
frontrunners. The JEC Faculty lends it the extra edge
needed to transform students into success-ready
techno-managers. The amalgamation of rich industry
experience, proven leadership potential and academic
rigour produces talent that is ready to hit the ground
running from the very first day in complex business
environment. JEC has always been quick on updating
it’s extra curriculum in response to the changing
needs of employers like yourself. A panel of experts
from various industries has helped us pick the right
courses such as Collaborative IT Tools and Visual
Storytelling that are required to solve contemporary
and emergent business problems. As a result, our
batches have been hailed by recruiters in need of
management talent at the entry level.

Industry Speak!
Analytics is everywhere, whether you are aware of it or
not, it is embedded in every part of the business
transaction. Fresh Engineering graduates should
concentrate on learning analytical skills and be quick to
solve statistical problems. These skills would attract a
recruiter as they're looking for someone who can
understand and solve problems from day one. I am
really fascinated by the JEC community for being open
to industry opinions to accommodate changes in the
Value added curriculum. The discussion was fruitful
and with analytics being woven into regular courses,
the students would be equipped with real-time analytics
and decision making that can set them apart from
others.
Mr. Sunil Sharma, CEO, Hawks Code
The four years which I spent at JEC have been such an
enlightening ride. Each day there were challenges
which later condensed into a frenzy of experiences.
You will learn here, and rise if you set your mind to it.
My learning was beyond the textbooks I read (and
those I didn't), I learnt situations and people. By the
time, you are out; you are prepared for the world.
Rahul K Jha: Ex Student, JEC
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Civil engineering is the engineering discipline that deals with the
design, construction and maintenance of public works such as
buildings, roads, bridges, water and energy systems as well as
public facilities like ports, railways and airports. Civil engineering is
all about people. It's the work that civil engineers do to develop
and improve the services and facilities that general people use in
their everyday life.
The basic objectives of the department is to provide an interdisciplinary
foundation for distinctive careers, beginning with either entry level
positions in structural and environmental areas of civil engineering or
graduate study in these fields. The academic program in Civil Engineering
provides an academic space for interaction between all disciplines of
engineering related to infrastructural development: Civil Engineering,
Architecture, Urban Design, Town Planning, and Traffic & Transportation
Engineering.

Structural
Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, Disaster Mitigation,
Nonlinear Structural Dynamics, Greenhouse gases and global
warming, Bioremediation of solid wastes, Geotechnical Risk
and Reliability, Earthquake Geo-techniques, Soil-Structure
Interaction,
Bacterial
Concrete,
Geo-environmental
Engineering and Self Compacting & High Performance
concrete. The department has a number of teaching & research
The areas of activities by the faculty members include:

laboratories dedicated to various aspects of Civil Engineering such as:
Environmental Engineering Laboratory, Earthquake Engineering
Laboratory, Structural Engineering Laboratory, Hydraulics Lab,
Transportation Lab, Survey Lab and CAD Lab.
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Computer Science Engineering (CSE) and Information Technology (IT) are
emerging and powerful branches of Engineering, which have the
tremendous advantage of abstraction and flexibility. These two combined
with the power of processors has made these disciplines an indispensable
ingredient, the state-of-the-art equipment across all fields. Professionals
from other engineering and technology domains harness the power and
flexibility provided by computers. As a result, these branches encompass all
the domains and are much sought after. Computer & IT engineers may be
responsible for analyzing user needs and recommending appropriate
computer systems, analyzing operating system problems and making
modifications, developing “embedded” products, that is, computer
technology that is part of a larger project, implementing information
technology to support business enterprises, although computer engineers
make decisions based on their knowledge of both hardware and software,
they may specialize in one area or the other.
Software engineers write programs, modify existing programs to correct
errors, adapt programs to new hardware, and create programs to increase
performance. They test and validate programs and install and maintain
them. Hardware engineers develop design specifications for computer
systems. They assemble and test equipment for specific functions.
Hardware engineers also build prototypes of products including logic and
digital circuit designs. These days we need connectivity of data across the
globe and we need it at the click of the mouse. That is the challenge
Information Technology has to meet. We need more and more
sophistication in the way we can handle data and obtain information. Some
critical application include: Office automation and accounting, expert
systems for diagnostics, monitoring live projects, online exams, results and
decision support systems.
We at JEC Group provide an excellent educational atmosphere with up-todate state of the art facilities enabling its students to inculcate specialized
knowledge and experience required to pursue a course of advanced study
in engineering or to practice as professional Computer & IT engineers, and
providing them with a foundation for continued professional growth.
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The objectives of the Electrical Engineering, Electronics &
Communication Engineering, Programme are to produce engineers
who pursue distinctive multidisciplinary scientific and technical
careers beginning with either entry level electrical or electronics
engineering positions in industry or graduate study in electrical
engineering, electronics engineering and related fields, participate in
multidisciplinary teams that cooperate in applying problem-solving
skills and critical and independent thinking to a broad range of
projects that can produce the technical innovations aimed at
satisfying the future needs of society. This group aims to offer world
class undergraduate and graduate programs in cutting-edge
technology of Electrical Engineering, Electronics & Communication
Engineering to equip talented minds to scale new professional
heights. The JEC Group is actively involved in areas of research such as: Digital Signal Processing, Soft &
Evolutionary Computing, Sensor Networks, Intelligent Instrumentation, Theoretical & Computational ElectroMagnetics, Power electronics, Wireless Communication Systems, Power Systems and Renewable Energy Sources.
The JEC Group is equipped with teaching laboratories such as: Digital Signal Processing & Embedded Systems Lab,
VLSI Lab, Electrical Machines and Power Electronics Lab, Power & Energy Systems Lab, Signals & Networks Lab,
Wireless Sensor Networks Lab, Radiating Systems Lab, Communications Systems Lab, Measurement & Electronic
Instrumentation Lab and Electronics Lab.
Curriculum Electrical Engineering
Curriculum Electronics & Communication Engineering
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The Department of Mechanical Engineering of JEC Group
provides an excellent educational experience enabling its
students to inculcate specialized knowledge and experience
required to pursue a course of advanced study in engineering
or to practice as professional mechanical engineers, and
providing them with a foundation for continued professional
growth.
The Group offers B.Tech and M.Tech programs in Mechanical
Engineering. The areas of in-depth activities include:

Compute-Aided Design and Manufacturing,
Robotics and Controls, IC Engines, Composite
materials. Strength of Materials, Smart Materials
and Structure, Computational Fluid Dynamics,
Conjugate Heat Transfer, Vibration and Acoustics
The Group has a number of teaching laboratories dedicated
to various aspects of Mechanical Engineering such as:

Computer- Aided Design and manufacturing, Rapid
Prototyping, Robotics and Controls, Material
Science, composite Fluid Dynamics, Vibrations
Acoustics, Composite Materials, Smart Materials
and Structures, Micro-electro-mechanical System
etc.
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THE STUDENT
…………………………………………………….
The hallmark of a good Engineering Institution is the quality of its
Graduates. JEC students have consistently gone out into the world and
blazed trails. These are some of the reasons why they are superior; because

Energetic, Passionate, Upright and
Aspirant just like Horse which stands for zeal and passion. Students
they

are

groomed in JEC are always having personality traits like being warmhearted, enthusiastic, and positive.

…………………………………………………….
THE SELECTION PROCESS
…………………………………………………….
JEC is a leading name in Jaipur & other parts of India. JEC has a diverse
background of students admitted through Rajasthan Engineering
Admission Process (REAP) and Joint Entrance Examination (JEE),
which is one of the most vigorous examination in India. The students of
JEC face a challenging academic curriculum developed by a highly
experienced teams of Rajasthan Technical University, Kota and work in
state of the art laboratories, which not only give them a high level of
technical proficiency, but also the outlook and aptitude to take on the
world. Incorporating value added programs to the curriculum and
improving the job prospects, Students are periodically evaluated about their
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studies & progress at the institute and as such future ready engineers are
shaped full with energy, positivity to meet the needs of the industry.

…………………………………………………….

B.TECH

M.TECH
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Beyound Books: Year-Round Events

…………………………………………………….
Symposium on Engineering EcoDesign Development (SEED)
SEED is attended by leading researchers, technocrats,
economists, corporate members and students. The
symposium deliberates on the impact of
globalizations
and
technical
developments,
innovations and decisions in product quality and
reliability.

i-Skill
i-Skill is an annual Internship based case writing
competition to enhance skill sets of students. The
initiative is in pursuit of excellence in engineering
and technical education and research.

Edupreneur / NEN
Edupreneur Conclave is an initiative of JEC
Operation domain. The conclave deliberates on
operational excellence and strategy for a sustainable
Business and innovation in entrepreneurship.

FUNGAMA
Fungama is an annual cultural fest at JEC. The fest is
a harmony of talent and hard work where students
learn about management through fun and cultural
The annual calendar at JEC is home to some of the activities.
most high-spirited and thought provoking events that Engineer’s Day
contribute to the comprehensive development of the
Engineer’s Day is organized to commemorate the Sir
students.
Mokshagundam Viswesvarayya and celebrating the
Rostrum
accomplishments of the Institute and organized
Rostrum JEC discusses ideas worth spreading various technical cultural and quizzes.
through renowned speakers who have built a stage Eco Club
for
themselves
through
their
remarkable
The Eco Club provides a forum to deliberate on key
achievements.
issues of environment to create Sustainability across
Annual
International
Conference all walks of life.

(AIC)

Alakriti

AIC is the flagship event of JEC. The conference Alakriti is an annual sports event at JEC. The
facilitates deliberations on key National and students enthusiastically participate in the games and
International issues by eminent researchers, Industry fun activities with spirit and pride.
practioners and Academicians.

……………………………………………………
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Techno Youth Zest
……………………………………………………
Being a global player, JEC recognizes the importance of being a sensitive
institution, one who understands the challenges and advantages of cultural
diversity. JEC provides a common ground to its diverse background
students to grow, achieve and excel. Empowering leadership and training
programs focused on inclusion, belonging, and psychological wellbeing
designed to equip participants with the growth mindset needed to thrive in
rapidly changing workplaces
We take care of women friendly practices and work environment too with
mock practices. In traditional industrial set ups where attracting young
minds is a challenge, we have been successful in grooming students
resulting in a harmonious alignment of fresh perspectives and
traditional philosophies. So they have excelled from the day one they
joined.

……………………………………………………
In House Professional
Guidance

Professional
Mentoring

HRD

Pre
Placement

Spiritual
Mentoring

Entrepreneurs
hip mentoring

Career Counselling
for Higher Studies

Personality
Development

Startups /
Incubation Cell

Guide / Future
Path

Govt Job Cell

Aptitude
Test

All round
Development

Extra
Curricular
Activity

SODECA

……………………………………………………
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Value Added Programs
……………………………………………………
JEC is dedicated to supplement the value added curriculum to make
students better prepared to meet industry demands as well as develop their
own interests and aptitudes. We offer a wide variety of short term
certificate courses which are conducted after class hours or during semester
breaks. These courses are conducted by professionals and industry experts
and help students stand apart from the rest in the job market by adding
further value to their resume.
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CORPORATE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
……………………………………………………
The Corporate internship provides a platform for students to gain
experience, besides practicing their learning skills beyond textbooks and
lectures. Internships are usually part of an engineering course curriculum.
Through internships, engineering students gain knowledge from this
practical training approach. Students who neglect internship are usually
lack of training and desired skills that are required in the engineering
profession. In this context, JEC ensures that each and every student must
undergo intership training at good corporate world. This is religiously
followed by JEC & complying the guidelines of statutory bodies as given
below

……………………………………………………
Internship Scheme

• Inter / Intra Institutional
Activities
• Innovation
/
IPR
/
Entrepreneurship
• Project Work / Seminar

Major Activity
of Internship

Suggested
Period (Max.)
• During Summer Vacation
• 2nd Semester 3-4 weeks
• 4th / 6 th Semester 4-6
weeks
• 8th Semester 3-4 weeks

• Inter/ Intra Institutional Workshop/ Training /
Working for consultancy/ research project /
Industry for 2nd Semester
• Internship with Industry/ Govt. / NGO/ PSU/ Any
Micro/ Small/ Medium enterprise for 4th / 6 th
Semester
• As specified in the Curriculum of Institute /
University

Sub Activity Head

……………………………………………………
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INTEGRATING EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
……………………………………………………
Our students are exposed to various experiential learning programs that
mould their skills into action plans. These opportunities enable our students
to rub shoulders with the corporate and understand the changing
Manufacturing, Design and Business scenarios.

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………
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Live Projects
……………………………………………………
Our students do not limit themselves to theoretical learning, in the quest to
provide experiential learning opportunities to all students and to bridge the
impending gaps between classroom learning and practical application of
knowledge, students at JEC are offered virtual, research and on the job
projects that they may pursue in the after-hours. To ensure that the
Projects’ objectives are met, Faculty Mentors support and guide the
students.
The following companies have offered either internships or live projects in
order to hone their experiential learning through active participation of our
students

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………
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Corporate Internship:
……………………………………………………
Our acclaimed alumni are spread globally and have not left any sector
untouched by their brilliance. We feel proud to be a part of their triumphant
journeys while they are busy transforming the business and social
landscape with their unparalleled talent.

Automobile
10%

Production
12%

Pharmaceutical
5%

Consulting
10%

Telecom
3%

CIP Industry
wise coverage

Media
11%

E-Commerece
9%

Logistics
4%
IT/ ITES
15%

Financial
7%
FMCG
8%

Power
6%

Student Employability Enhancement:
In addition to the continuous efforts put internally to improve
employability skills of students, we believe that an evaluation from
industry perspective at regular intervals brings a 360 degree dimension to
the whole exercise. JEC has very carefully curated ‘SANKALP - Skills and
Knowledge Aligned to Lead and Perform’ in four different phases during
the course of the entire Program. Each phase of SANKALP addresses
specific gaps between industry and academia with a detailed activity chart
carried out by industry experts over a period of 2-4 days depending upon
the nature of the activity. SANKALP also ensures that every experience the
students have coincides directly with the career path they want to explore.
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……………………………………………………
INDUSTRY INTERACTION

……………………………………………………
One of the strengths of our program is our extensive interaction with
neighboring engineering industries and corporate houses. Many of our
students collaborate with local companies during independent projects or
intern with them during the academic year or summer.
In addition, industry representatives regularly visit our classrooms as guest
lecturers, support student activities and projects, and serve on the
department's Industry Advisory Committee. The Guest sessions provide
students with exposure to emerging trends in various sectors, the
contemporary developments therein and also the expectations of the
industry from the future engineers and subsequent managers. The
relationships, which our students form with these professionals, extend well
beyond the academic experience.

……………………………………………………
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INDUSTRIAL VISITS

……………………………………………………..
The institute recognizes the fact that field trips and excursions are important
components for a student’s development. They are educationally sound and an
important ingredient to the instructional program of our college. These activities
supplement and enrich classroom learning and encourage new interests amongst
students, it also makes them more aware of community resources and helps them
relate their educational experience to the outside world. Different field trips and
excursions are planned and executed at JEC. As such, apart from the academic
development, the social and overall development of our students is also being focused.
Industry tours are an integral part of the value added part of extracurricular activity.
These tours ensure that students gain practical insights to industry operations in their
respective areas of specialization.
Some of the visits that students have undertaken in current academic year are the
following:












Hero Motocorp
Infosys
Mahindra & Mahindra
Ranbaxy
BSDU
Honda Motors
Rockman
ILD
Coco Cola
IBM
Wipro

……………………………………………………..
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STUDENT CLUBS
…………………………………………………….
At JEC students play a pivotal role in planning, organizing, curating and
monitoring all intra and inter college events at the campus. With a view to
promote a student-driven culture at the Institute, a number of Student Clubs
have been formed. These clubs serve as excellent forums to strengthen
technical, entrepreneurial and managerial capabilities through the
practical application of live projects outside the classroom. Students
interested in the arts participate in a variety of visual and performing arts
groups.

…………………………………………………….

Techno Quizz
Club

Cultural
Club

Royal Mechano
Club

Games & Sports
Club

…………………………………………………….
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[The Methodology]

Improve the quality of every single component, make
every single process airtight, and the resultant
overall excellence is all but inevitable. Here are some
of the methods and process we’ve employed to become
who we are!
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When it comes to problem-solving, our students do not count on

bright and sharp.
They don’t just have the aptitude, but also the right attitude for
finding smart solutions. Hire them, and let their smartness fly
their fancy pedigree. Like the crow, they are

you ahead.
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[Industry Focused Curriculum]
The cutting edge JEC Value Addition Curriculum has been developed
through vigorous debate and deliberations among the industry frontrunners.
The JEC Faculty lends it the extra edge needed to transform students into
success-ready Engineers and future leader managers. One of the reasons why
JEC has been ranked AA+ by noted rating agencies for our value added
curriculum and pedagogy. The amalgamation of rich industry experience,
proven leadership potential and academic rigour produces talent that is ready
to hit the ground running from the very first day in complex business
environment. JEC has always been quick on updating it’s curriculum in
response to the changing needs of employers like yourself. A panel of experts
from various industries has helped us pick the right courses such as Business
Processes, manufacturing & Procedures, Smart Skill Matrix, Personality
Development, Learning by Doing, Collaborative IT Tools and Visual
Storytelling that are required to solve contemporary and emergent technical
and business problems. As a result, our batches have been hailed by recruiters
in need of technical talent at the entry level.

Curriculum Delivery
With a harmony of core technical subjects’ studies in their respective
specialization in Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Computer Science / IT
or Civil Engineering, blended with multifaceted academic activities thought
leadership and practical experience, our value added curriculum provides
hands-on experience, knowledge and skills to excel. Designed with the right
blend of courses through gap analysis of the university curriculum, electives
and experiential learning opportunities, this extra curriculum serves as a road
map to success. With implementation of robust methodology, the teaching
learning Process is blended with qualitative techniques, ensuring all rounds
development of students. A tentative flow chart of our activities are depicted
below
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Faculty members are oriented towards
Outcome based Education (OBE) and
are actively utilizing the OBE to cater
the learning needs of students by
innovative ways.
 Rather than referring Academic
Calendar of the university, the
department publishes its own
Academic Calendar involving the
regular teaching plan as well as
other extra student centric activities.
 Lecture Delivery is made innovative
through cooperative approach like
utilizing Audio Visual Aids, Group
Discussions and Seminars.
 In labs, each student is evaluated in
the Lab Performance Report, Viva
voce and Seminars
 Projects are mandatory for VII Sem
and VIII Sem students. Students
make their minor and major projects
under the supervision of their
respective Guide Faculty members.
Processes followed to improve quality of Teaching & Learning

To bridge the gap between Industry
and academia, various Co-curricular
and Extra-curricular Activities /
modules are covered like
 Aptitude
 Group Discussion
 HR Training
 Reasoning
 Quantitative Activities
 Experiential Learning
 Industrial Visits
 Corporate Internships
 Projects
 Seminars
 Conferences

Alumni
HR Cell
Feedback Feedback

Industry
Expert
Feedback

Data Collected by Faculty
Gap Analysis &
Identification

Department
Committee , IQAC
Beyound the Syllabus Value
Adding Contents Delivery

Process of Curriculum Gap Analysis
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Career Tracks
………………………………………………….
These are specialized frameworks enabled to define job titles
consistently within each program. The objectives of JEC Career Tracks
is to provide clearer definition of responsibilities, requirement of
knowledge, skills & abilities and career paths, to develop a professional
development plan for JECians. Through these Career Tracks, our
students’ development plans are linked to common job requirements
within their areas in a systematic way.
Career Tracks make it easier for students to identify their interests and
enhance their skills through various career enhancement and
employability sessions during their tenure at JEC.
Mechanical
Engineering

Civil
Engineering

CSE / IT

Electronics &
Communication
Engineering

Electrical
Engineering

Production
Engineer

Site Engineer

Software
Programmer

Base
Transreceiver
Station Engineer

Power Plants

Design
professionals

Construction
Manager

Hardware
Engineer

Quality Control
Engineer

Testing Engineer

Automotive
Sector

Government
Sector

Software
Engineer

Network Planner

Design Engineer

Steel Plants

Lead Engineer

Test Engineer

BSS Engineer

marketing
Engineer

Government
Sector

PWD Engineer

Consultant IT

DFT Engineer

Government
Sector

Maintenance
Engineer

Highway
Engineer

System Analyst

R&D Engineer

Product Engineer

Other...many
more

Other...many
more

Other...many
more

Other...many
more

Other...many
more

………………………………………………….
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………………………………………………….
The Broad Activities Undertaken by the Training & Placement Cell are, but not
limited to:
 Formation of Students’ Placement Committees for final placement and also
for getting industrial training and industry linked project work for students.
 Preparation of Placement Brochure for final placement.
 Pre-placement visits (PPV) to the companies.
 Communication, networking and relationship building with the potential
recruiters
 Invitation to potential recruiters to visit the Institute.
 Continuation of placement activities after the stipulated period, till all the
students are placed.
 Grooming and training of the candidates for the placements so that their
chances of selection increase.
 General follow-up, joining formalities and other administrative activities.

………………………………………………….
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TPC Structure :
………………………………………………….
Training and Placement Cell (TPC) continuously strives to help students
in pursuing their career goals by acquiring employment-seeking skills
and ultimately to attain desired employment. This is accomplished
through building a strong partnership amongst students, alumni, faculty
members and industries.
JEC follows a centralized placement activity which gives each branch
equal opportunity to grow for sustained excellence in career through
training & placement. Ideally, the TPC has following structure but the
involvement of other faculty and staff are also ensured as and when
needed.
TPO

Departmental
Co-Ordinator

Departmental
Co-Ordinator

Faculty
Mentor

Faculty
Mentor

Faculty
Mentor

Faculty
Mentor

Student
Coordinator

Student
Coordinator

Student
Coordinator

Student
Coordinator

The structure of Training and Placement Cell

………………………………………………….
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………………………………………………….
The Training and Placement Cell at JEC plays a vital role in training and
placements of students of all disciplines in the institution. With the
recent increase in the competition for employment, placement has
become a challenging task. A fully equipped and empowered placement
cell had been established in our college in the year 2000 since the first
batch came to the anvil of starting its professional career.

Seminar Rooms & Auditorium

Examination Halls Equipped
With PC’s

Conference & Personal
Interview Rooms

Internet & Secretarial
Assistantship

Logistics Support
Video Conferencing Facility

………………………………………………….
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Recruitment Process
………………………………………………….
Our foolproof recruitment process is typically developed to facilitate
smooth conduction of recruitment so that the visiting corporate fellow
may shortlist without wasting enough time to attract qualified students as
per their norms and encourage maximum possible job seekers to apply.
This makes it possible to build a big pool of talented job seekers in
minimizing the time involved in finding candidates and filling roles for the
present and future requirements of the company. Thus our well-planned
and thoughtfully crafted recruitment process helps the hiring team filter
the right candidates faster while staying focused on engaging the eligible
candidates for maximum conversions.

………………………………………………….
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Placement Schedule

………………………………………………….
Placement schedules are tentative. However to accommodate more
companies preference of the suitability of dates proposed by the willing
companies are considered and accordingly activities are planned.
Placements

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Pre Placement Talks
Resume Submission
Interview & GD processes
Lateral Recruitment Process
Pre Placement Talks
Resume Submission
Interview & GD processes
Campus Recruitment Process
Pre Placement Talks
Resume Submission
Interview & GD processes

………………………………………………….
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The Performances

One look at the Team,

Resources, Processes and Past

Placements of our institution will give you enough data to support
the claims we have made so far. Have a look.

32

………………………………..
Our students don’t just
Parrot away what
they’ve
learnt
in
college.

Like the Falcon, they
move fast and go far.

They have a keen eye and their own point of
view, and they’d learn whatever it takes to make
it. Hire them, and let their agility keep you
ahead of the curve.

………………………………..
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Past Placements
Mechanical Engineering

Name,

Sudhir

Co

Tata Motors

Gaurav
Girnarsoft

Subham
L&T

Level 1

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

Level 2

Production
Engineer

System
Engineer

Sales
Engineer

Level 3

Sr. Engineer
(QS)

Sr. Engineer
(Methods)

Zonal
Manager
(Sales)

Level 4

Manager

Manager
(QS)

Regional
Manager
(CRM)

Computer Science Engineering / IT
Name,

Ayushi

Co

Infosys

Apoorv

Ankita

Level 1

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

PO-SBI

Level 2

Research
Analyst

Production
Engineer

Officer

Level 3

Web
Analyst

Sr. Engineer

Sr. Officer

Level 4

Lead Online
Marketing

Manager

Br.
Manager
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Electrical Engineering / ECE / EEE

Name,

Prem

Sourabh

Neha

Co

RSEB

Bajaj

Infosys

Level 1

Jr. Engineer

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

Level 2

Estimation
Engineer

Production
Engineer

Team
Member_Glo
bal Market

Level 3

Transmission
Engineer

Sr. Engineer
(Materials)

Digital Data
Analyst

Level 4

Area
Manager

Manager
(SupplyChain)

Business
AnalystInternational

Name,

Nitin

Abhishek

Chirag

Co

RIL

Bosch

DLF

Level 1

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

Engineer
Trainee

Level 2

Site Engineer

Production
Engineer

Production
Engineer

Level 3

Sr. Engineer
( Projects)

Sr. Engineer

Sr. Engineer

Level 4

Manager

Manager

Manager

Civil Engineering
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PLACEMENT STATISTICS

100
95
90
85

98

% of Placement Year and Program wise
2011 TO 2019

97
91
88
85
83

89
85
83
81
79

80
75
70

90

89
86

86
83
81

81
79
76

94
91

77

65

85
81

79

77
75
71

69

68

89
86
84

81

77

96
93
91
89

94

63

63

60

59
56

55

ME

CSE

IT

ECE

EE

CE
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2011-12

2012-13

Welding & Welding
Accessories
1%

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Textiles Plastic Food & Agro
1% Processing
2% Automation
1%
3% Mining

Construction
Equipment
1%

3%
Metallurgy/
Casting / Forging
5%

Computer / IT
23%

CATEGORY OF COMPANIES
& PLACEMENT STATISTICS
OF STUDENTS SO FAR IN %

Electronics
Appliances
7%

Electrical
Components
10%

Mechanical /
Production
21%

Civil Engineering
12%
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Others
10%

3.6

3

2

1

0
3.4 3.6

ACADEMIC
GURU, 32

37

HCL
BESERV,
33

NOKIA,
35
AKG,
50

WOXA
TECH, 41

TECH
WIRE, 86

SAMUDRA,
30

Highest No of students Placed in a single company

4.4

CTC Offered to students at entry level in selected few industries at various Academic Year
Hero Honda

3.7

Deloite

4.7
4.3 4.5

Elecon

Mahindra & Mahindra

4.2

L&T Infotech

4.8

Wipro

Tata Motors

4.2

Nokia Siemens

Appirio

3.5 3.6 3.5
3.8

Convergys

4.1 4.2

Collabera

HCL B Serv

4.2

Diffusion Engg

Infosys BPO

4.9

American Towers

3.4 3.2

Triveni Turbines

4.3

Tega Industries

Emies Technologies

DBD Betterman

Cape Electric

Woxa Technologies

3.8

Acty System

4.1

Universal Hunt

Merchant Navy

4.5

Girnar Soft

4

Cinif Technologies

5

Infosys

6

4.03
4.8

3.9

100
80

Recruitme
nt On
Campus
Drive, 43
%

Recruitme
nt On Off
Campus
Drive, 57
%

NO OF JOB OFFERS
PER STUDENT IN CAY

60
40
20

19
8

7

6

5

3

EE

ECE

EEE

ME

CE

0
CSE / IT

% of Placement activity by Category
On Campus & Off Campus
SunArc Technologies, 3.00

Diaspark Infotek, 4.00

No of Job Offers / Student in CAY

Collabera Servies , 2.52

Byju's , 10.00
PEOL Technologies, 3.00

Kabra Bearing & Power , 1.80
A-1 Fence Product Co, 3.00

Tractel Tirfor India, 2.16

Air Contol & Chemical Engg
Co, 1.80

G.V.K. , 2.40

Sood Towers Pvt. Ltd., 2.23

Academia Guru, 3.36

Shriram Transport Finance, 2.77

Server Guy, 3.00

IBM India, 3.50

Average
=
3.47 LPA

Hyper Filtration , 1.20
Locus Rags , 3.00

Drive Digital , 2.40
Brilltechno , 2.50
Daffaodil Software , 3.50

Jaro Education , 12.00
Yusata Infotech, 1.62
Ridgeant Technologies, 2.40
Wipro , 3.50
Cyntexa , 2.40
Skilrock Technologies , 5.00

Successive Software , 3.00
Eleation, 3.00

K.P.T.L , 5.50

Swajal Water , 4.00
Metacube , 4.00

Salary offered to students by Industries 2018-19
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Our Esteemed Recruiters
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Some Top Performing Students of Our
College
CURRENT ACADEMIC YEAR

Employability is the key focus at JEC and preparation for the world of
work is embedded into the DNA of all our innovative programs. Using
leading industry and academic experts, we have created programs that
are focused on grooming students for successful careers. Many of our
graduates take up leading roles in large multinational organizations,
while others lead and develop their own companies. The training and
placement cell of the JEC achieved noticeable success in helping the
students to reach their avenues. Many students have been successfully
placed with attractive salary packages in reputed national and
international organizations during current academic session. The
photographs of few of the placed companies are as follows

The photographs of few of the placed students in current academic year
are given below
40
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A customer is the most important visitor on our premises. He is
not dependent on us. We are dependent on him. He is not an
interruption on our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an
outsider on our business. He is part of it. We are not doing him a
favour by serving him. He is doing us a favour by giving us an
opportunity to do so.
~ Mahatma Gandhi
(2 October 1869-30 January 1948)
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Let’s Connect:
1. Annual Summit Attend our
conferences

2. Guest Lecture - Share
your insights with
students

3. View From The Top
(VFTT) - CXO sessions
for students

4. Placement Recruit our
students

4. Internship - Hire Summer
Intern

5. Live Project Bring students on
board for short
assignments

6. Research & Consultancy Seek our domain faculty
support and enhance the
research assignment

7. SDP - Enhance employee
skill sets through open and
customized SDP’s at JEC

Join Our Online Communities at:

For Recruitment Process, Please Contact:
Ms Divya Agarwal
Training & Placement Officer
Mob: 8058799027
Email: training.placementsjec@gmail.com

Director
Jaipur Engineering College
Mob: 8058799995
Email: directorjecjiet@gmail.com

Address for Communication

Society HQ

Jaipur Engineering College
SP-43, RIICO Industrial Area, Kukas
Jaipur Delhi National Highway
Jaipur:302028, India

All India Agrasen Technical Education
& Research Foundation

Jaipur Engineering College
1105, Antariksh Bhawan, Kasturba Gandhi Marg
Cannaught Place, New Delhi : 110001, India
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